Introduction:
Recently, researchers have found efficient algorithms for several geometric problems [GRAH72, SHAM75, SHAM75a, JARV73, PREP77]. These include convex hull in 2 and 3 dimensions as well as nearest neighbor problems. This paper presents algorithms for two new geometric problems. Both problems have hashing applications; generalizations of one apply to graphics.
The first problem is motivated by Sprugnoli [SPRU77] , who studies perfect hashing functions for a static set of keys, proposing solutions which seem to require large amounts of space. No analysis of the space requirements is given, however, so a quantitative assessment is not available. Sprugnoli 1 s work suggests the following problem: given a fixed set of keys S and two functions Hj, H 2 which map S to Z + , find constants ci, eg. and C3 such that the hash function hashing of S. Intuitively, we think of S as a set of n points in 2-dimensional space projected onto a line at angle 0. The resolution of a projection gives the minimum distance between projected points along the line; the length gives the distance between endpoints after the resolution has been normalized to unity.
Problem 1: Given S, a finite subset of R x R, find 0 e [0,11) which minimizes lenCP 6 ) •
In the second problem we think of a finite set of points in 2-dimensional space projected onto a line. Using the minimum and maximum projected points to determine a line segment, mark off k equal size buckets 0,1, k-1, such that bucket 0 starts with the minimum projected value and bucket k-1 ends within e ' past the maximum projected value, where 0<e<<l. Some number of projected points lie -within each bucket; this number is denoted by "size" in the definition.
The problem, then, is to find an angle of projection which minimizes the cost of By convention, T(k) will denote the time complexity of computing C(distr(PQ,k))
given that distr(P e ,k) has been computed. | )
Problem 2: Given S a finite subset of R x T, k e Z + , c e R where 0<e«l, and a k + cost function C:Z -+Z , find 0 e [0,11) which minimizes cost (C,P 0) k) . This section presents an efficient algorithm foT problem 1. First we give an overview of the algorithm and data structures. Then, we discuss each piece in more detail. Finally, we show a simple lemma needed for correctness, and conclude with a discussion of the algorithm^ complexity.
Basically, our algorithm forms two lists, SPANLIST and RESLIST, corresponding to span(P 0 ) and res(P ), Elements in these lists, ordered by increasing If one thinks of the distance between projections of two points s^ and s 2 as the angle of projection increases from 0 to IT as shown in Figure 2 , we see that it is essentially a reflected sine wave of period H and amplitude equal to the distance from si to s 2 . When another pair of points (sj, s 2 ) with larger separation is added, the distance of their projection forms a reflected sine wave with period II, greater amplitude, and different phase. "The distance between projections of Sj and s 2 will be less than the distance between projector's of si and s 2 only around the zero angle of (si,s 2 ). This fact, expressed in Lemma 1, is the basis for computing RESLIST. Since the lengths of the projections of S1S2 and S3S4 depend only on the lengths and directions of these segments, not their positions, we need only consider pro-1 > jections of the vcctors S1S2 and 5354 positioned at the origin. The angles for which res(Pg Sl ' Sz * = res(P^3 3 are the angles e [0,11) perpendicular to i \ k a the vectors sis 2 -s^si* and S152 -5^3 (see Figure 3 ). Performing the merge of SPANLIST and RESLIST is straightforward and requires at most 0(n 2 ) time (since there is at most n 2 entries in RESLIST and 0(n) entries in SPANLIST). The above analysis, combined with Lemma 1 allows us to conclude the correctness and time complexity of Algorithm 1.
Thm I: Algorithm 1 solves Problem 1 in 0(n 2 log n) time.
Proof: Immediate from the above discussion.
Finding Minimum Cost Distribution into Buckets:
This section presents an efficient algorithm for finding an angle of projection which minimizes the cost of a distribution. It relies heavily on the reader's knowledge and intuition from the previous section, concentrating on differences between the two algorithms. As before, we present an overview of the solution first followed by a more detailed discussion of each piece. Also as before, we note the complexity of each section as we present, it justifying the claims later.
Our algorithm for finding a minimum cost distribution begins like Algorithm time to process yielding a bound of 0(n*k'T(k)). The loop in step 2 iterates steps 4-6 for each of the 0(n) items in SPANLIST, however, so the total processing in steps 5-6 requires 0(n 2 -k-T(k)). Similarly, step 4 requires a total of 0(n 2 k log(nk)) because it is iterated 0(n) times. Thus, the total running time of Algorithm 2 is 0(ri 2 k log(nk) + n 2 k T(k]] Thrm 2: Algorithm 2 solves Problem 2 in 0(n 2 klog(nk) + ri 2 kT(k)) time.
Applications to Hashing:
This section describes how Algorithms land 2 apply to the hashing problems mentioned in the introduction. The first problem, concerned with finding minimum table size perfect hashing can be defined as: To see the difference between the unit distance stipulation imposed by Algorithm 1 and the distinct cell stipulation given in the problem statement, consider three colinear points as shown in Figure 5 . Trouble arises when an integer separates two projected points p^ and p 2 . Using real arithmetic, one could squeeze pi and p 2 arbitrarily close together, forcing p 3 to move close to p 2 . Clearly, the optimum solution requires only 3 cells in a hash table.
Algorithm 1 which places pi and p 2 unit distance apart, requires more than 3 cells. Even using floating point hardware to approximate the real number solution may still lead to anomolies like the one in Figure 4 if the floating point approximations for Sj ami s 2 happen to lie on either side of an integer.
We take the view that while Algorithm 1 may not produce an optimum solution for problem Hj, it provides a sufficiently accurate approximation for most applications. First, if one chooses c 3 to translate the minimum projected point to 0, special cases of an integer falling between two very close projections may disappear. Such translation seems reasonable, even desirable, in practice.
Second, while different floating point representations may yield different minimum solutions, Algorithm 1 is optimum in the sense that it produces a smallest solution which is valid independent of floating point representation.
We can define the second hashing problem as:
Problem H2: Given K a set of n keys, m e Z + , e e R such that 0 < e « 1,
Hi and H 2 which map K to Z + , find constants Ci, c 2 , and C3 e R such that for H(x) -[c'i*Hi(x) +• c 2 *H 2 (x) + c 3 ] the following holds:
(1) minH(k) = 0 kek Because of its more restrictive definition, Algorithm 2 applies better to H2 than Algorithm 1 applies to HI. In particular, the problem formulated in [C0ME79] requires finding a projection that distributed keys as uniformly as possible into buckets. In the particular problem described, the cost of searching a bucket with t entries is log t-1. Assuming that the complexity of computing log i for small integer i is constant, this yields a complexity of n n 2 k log(nk) + nk 2 for finding an optimum projection. 
